“That façade is so glamorous,
dramatic. I adore it.”
Shaynna Blaze - The Block Judge
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Creating Street Appeal
Lets get it straight
You just can not beat the straight clean lines of weatherboard for an Iconic Australian exterior. You can use
a combination of finishes and textures to create the exact look that you want. I love a coastal aesthetic and
think a whole house wrapped in Cemintel® Balmoral weatherboard is a dream design.

Space mission
If you have a small garden or no garden at all it’s still possible to create a beautiful exterior with planting that is eye
catching. Use large pots instead of garden beds. Plant your favourites but do your research. Talk to your local
nursery and ask them what will work in your area and your space. I love pots grouped in threes and staggered
sizes from large to small for impact. If you can’t find the pot colour you like find the shape and get out the paint
and paint brushes and create your very own custom pots.

Go green
Well placed planting can take your exterior and it’s street appeal
to a whole new level. Think about plant placement to create
shade, privacy and a luscious look. A well placed tree in front of
a window can create privacy and a beautiful green outlook when
looking out of the house from inside.
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Light it up
You will never regret well placed lighting on the exterior of your
house. Use a beautiful outdoor light at the front entrance of your
home for safety and design. You can tie in your lighting with the
overall look of your house. Add garden lights, lights to enhance
feature planting, lights in step treads and more. A well lit exterior
is functional and beautiful.

Furnishing
Functional, beautiful outdoor furniture that is durable is a must.
Whether you’re setting up a large deck or a small sitting area keep
the same principal. I like to have a plan aesthetically and stick to it in
all areas so the space looks cohesive. Outdoor furniture will most
likely be exposed to the elements so buy the best quality you can
and it will last. I love to add outdoor cushions in an outdoor fabric to
enhance the lounging qualities and add colour to the space.
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Talk to your builder when you are renovating or building
about cladding your exterior walls with Cemintel®.
Cemintel ® is made for Australian conditions and available at
Gyprock® Trade stores, Bunnings and Gyprock Specialists.

Gyprock® are thrilled to once again be the
preferred plasterboard supplier for
Australia’s No.1 TV show, The Block now in its 16th season.
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